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Techniques to explain in this class 

#1. Large scale Particle Image Velocimetry (LSPIV)
#2. Aerial LSPIV
#3. Space Time Image Velocimetry (STIV)
#4. Measurement by STIV at night
#5. Aerial STIV
#6. Space Time Volume Velocimetry (STVV)
#7. Use of High-accurate clinometer
#8. Use of video images from moving helicopter 

All of the above techniques are developed at Fujita Lab. Kobe Univ. Japan



#1. Large scale Particle Image Velocimetry (LSPIV)

Normal flow
(2005.3.26 PM1:00)

flood (2005.9.7 AM7:10)

GCP

The Yoshino River Flood in 2005



~230m

template

Results by LSPIV
The Yoshino River Flood in 2005



Results by LSPIV
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Very first application of LSPIV（１９９８）
Fujita, I., Muste, M. and Kruger, A.：Large-scale 
particle image velocimetry for flow analysis in 
hydraulic engineering applications，Journal of 
Hydraulic Research，Vol.36, No.3, pp.397-414，
1998.



#2 Aerial LSPIV
Application to the 2007 Yodo River Flood

The video was shot from a manned helicopter.

Surface textures moving 
in the flow direction can 
be identified.



Application to the 2007 Yodo River Flood

The video was shot from a manned helicopter.

Surface textures moving 
in the flow direction can 
be identified.



Aerial LSPIV
1. Pick up an image pair with a time separation of 0.3 seconds.
2. Background shift is subtracted.
3. Apply PIV to the stabilized images.
4. Repeat the above to cover the whole river reach.

The Uji River

The Katsura River



Aerial LSPIV

The Kizu River

Application to the 2007  Yodo River Flood



Aerial LSPIV
Application to the 2007  Yodo River Flood



#3. Space Time Image Velocimetry (STIV)

Length of search line＝21.3ｍ
Spacing between search line =4.38ｍ
Vertical viewing angle ＝3.33～19.23 degrees



Comparison of velocity distribution
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STIV agrees well with the other techniques.



#4. Measurement by STIV at night

Use of far-infrared(FIR) camera is recommended.



2012.4.21 the Uono River, Negoya Bridge.

Video image captured by a normal camcorder

Snow-melt flood.
Captured in the 
daytime.

1920 x 1080 pixel
30 fps



2012.4.21 the Uono River, Negoya Bridge.

Video image captured by a normal camcorder

Snow-melt flood.
Captured at night.

1920 x 1080 pixel
30 fps



2012.4.21 the Uono River, Negoya
Bridge

Video image captured by a FIR camera

Snow-melt flood.
Captured in the 
daytime.

320 x 240 pixel
7.5 fps

First video of the flood
captured by FIR 
camera in the world.



2012.4.21 the Uono River, Negoya
Bridge

Video image captured by a FIR camera

Snow-melt flood.
Captured at night.

320 x 240 pixel
7.5 fps

First video of the flood
captured by FIR 
camera in the world.



STIV analysis for normal video camera

STIV: Developed at Fujita Lab. In Japan Published in 2007

April 21, 10:00 
Length of search line =17.8m

Spacing  = 5.6m ⇒ x 25 = 140m ~ width of river



STIV analysis for normal FIR camera

April 21, 10:00 
Length of search line =17.8m

Spacing  = 5.6m ⇒ x 25 = 140m ~ width of river



Comparison of STIs

HD camera

FIR camera



Measurement by ADCP
2012.4.21.14:00



Comparison among STIV, ADCP and driftwood
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Comparison among STIV, ADCP and SVR 
measured at night



Comparison of discharge
（surface velocity coeff.=0.90）
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#5. Aerial STIV

26

1. Stabilize the moving background

2. Use feature detecting algorithm SIFT

3. Apply STIV to stabilized images

4. Compare with remote-controlled ADCP



Example of video image stabilization

27



Measurement by remote-controlled ADCP

28

Image from the bank
STI No.5STI No.15

Trace of boat-mounted ADCP

1. Navigate boat-mounted ADCP in a zigzag manner
2. Capture the common image from the bank
3. Examine the accuracy



Examination of image stabilization

29

25.1×23.5 (m)25.1×23.5 (m)

FLOW

H：23.4m、V：10sec H：23.4m、V：10sec

height：200m
width：about 130ｍ

1. Superpose stabilized images
2. Textures indicting standing wave and flow component are visible



Comparison of STIV and aerial STIV

30

1. Yielded almost the same results 



Comparison of discharges
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1. Relative error is less than 5 % compared with ADCP and 
STIV



Comparison of spatial distribution of 
streamwise velocity component

32

U (m/s) U (m/s)

Aerial STIV ADCP ADCP
H (m)

Flow is accelerated near the left bank.



Another example of image stabilization
in navigating mode; from manned helicopter

33



Another example of image stabilization
in navigating mode; from manned helicopter

34



#6. Space Time Volume Velocimetry (STVV)
1. In stead of generating space-time image (STI), space-time 

volume (STV) is generated in STVV.  



Space Time Volume Velocimetry (STVV)



Application of STVV to the Shinano River 
Flood

Total length=858m



#7. Use of High-accurate clinometer
1. Image transformation can be executed simply by using

- focal length
- height between lens and water level
- sensor size of CCD or CMOS



Image transformation via ASP

Original image shot from riverbank Ortho-rectified image

1. There’s no need to set GCPs along the river.
2. The image transformation are executed via Internet Web service (ASP)

prepared by Token Co. Ltd.
3. LSPIV calculation is executed on the web.



Application of LSPIV to images without using 
GCPs



#8. Use of video images from moving helicopter 
1. Use broadcasted disaster video shot from a manned helicopter
2. Video took inundated flow due to a levee breach of the Kinu River
3. The helicopter did not stay at at the same location in the air
4. Try to measure overflowing flow and its volume



Example of broadcasted video

1. The image includes extra 
captions

2. Shooting direction changes at
every moment



Marker Tracking法

Stabilize oblique image 5107×5764pixel(0.06m/pixel)

CASE1(14:01)

How to analyze images from a moving helicopter   

Step 5.
apply LSPIV
or STIV



Step 1

11/31

Stabilize obliquely viewed 
images

Choose feature points manually
(Marker Tracking technique）

Original movie

Stabilized movie



Get coordinates of more than
six points

Step 2

12/31

3D expression of LP data

image

Get the coordinate



Estimate camera location

Step 3

13/31

Estimate camera
location in the air

Point viewer上で取得してきた
特徴点6点をBlenderへと取り込
み，
解析対象画像に重なるようにと，

◇カメラ位置(x,y,z)
◇カメラ角度(ロール，ヨー，ピッチ)
◇焦点距離
◇特徴点の座標方向

を調整した．

Select feature pts.



Image transformation

Step 4.

14/31

Corrected image

水位は，図の赤枠を基準とした．

LPデータで，破堤部付近18.29m 5107×5764pixel(0.06m/pixel)

キャリブレーション結果



Estimation of overflowing velocity distribution

CASE4(16:46)

◇ mean velocity  is2.91(m/s)

CASE1(14:01）
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Overflowing discharge

28/31
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◇ Total discharge between   
12:50~16:46 was
1.10*10⁷(m³)．

c.f. pump up discharge was
0.78*10⁷(m³)



Application of LSPIV
◇ developed a PIV software capable to set template at arbitrary location
◇ Template size＝40x40 pixel (2.4x2.4m)
◇ Short time mean velocity at13:57 using 26 frames(0.87s)



KU-STIV software（Present version)

Fig.1 Main screen of KU-STIV

Calculated velocity distribution

STI and calculated feature orientation



Outline

Setting of the GCP（ground control points）

Calibration of the camera

Setting of the search line

STIV analysis



①Read a file

Movie
AVI,MP4,M2TS
MTS,PVF

Image
JPEG,BMP,PNG

Setting of the GCP



①Read a file

You can play the 
video in this screen.

Setting of the GCP

Stop

Play

Fast-forward



②Set the GCPs

Click ‘Point addition’
-This will change the 

cursor
to the cross cursor.

Click a center of 
GCP

-A new form will be 
opened.

Setting of the GCP



②Set the GCPs

Type this and click 
‘OK’.
-Point name
-X,Y,Z coordinate

After you finish typing all 
GCP’s name, please click 
(right click), that will change 
the cross cursor to the 
original cursor.

Setting of the GCP

You can type coordinate in the CSV 
file which is outputted later.



②Set the GCPs Setting of the GCP

You can see in the 
full screen.



③Calibration

Click the 
‘Calibration’

-A new form is opened.

Calibration of the camera



③Calibration

Type this and check in ‘Fixation’
-Water level
-Coordinate of camera
-Lens principal point
(Half of width and height of the image 

size)

Type this as initial values.
-Focal length : 1000
-Camera angles : all zero

After that, click ‘OK’.

Calibration of the camera



③Calibration Calibration of the camera

Green vertical lines are draw from the center of a panel to the water surface level. If the green line segment is 
drawn vertically, the transformation is successful.  

must be drawn vertically to the assumed water 
level 

water level 



③Calibration

You can change the size of geometric 
correction image.

Please adjust the value of ① as you 
can see the river clearly. 
At ② , you can change the image pixel. 
Finally, check in ‘Fixation’ and click this 

icon.

Calibration of the camera

Right screen

X

Y

①
②



③Setting of the search line

Click the ‘STIV Mode’
-Icon changes as 

follows.

Setting of the search line



③Setting of the search line

Click the ‘Set search lines’
-Search line setting form is opened.

Click the position of the start point and 
click the position of the end point.
- You can draw search lines like left 

figure.

Setting of the search line

Right screen (Full screen mode)



④STIV analysis STIV analysis

Click ‘STIV
analysis’ to start 
STIV analysis.
It takes about one 

or two minutes 
depending on the 
number of search 
lines.



④STIV analysis STIV analysis

After the STIV analysis,
you can check the vector.

You can hide the ‘Search 
line’
and ‘Flow rate value’ . 

Left screen (Full screen mode)



④STIV analysis STIV analysis

Check the velocity in the 
velocity check form.



④STIV analysis STIV analysis

Calculated orientation 
angle is indicated by red 
line 
We can draw the line 

manually if needed



Discharge calculation

Prepare this data.
①Distance from river-mouth (km)
②Physical coordinate : Left bank (x,y)
③Physical coordinate : Right bank (x,y)
④Numbers of data , left bank , 1st internal partition , 2nd internal partition , right 

bank
⑤Distance from left bank , Atitude

1

2 3
4

5 6

Example
① ② ③

④

⑤



Yesterday’s tentative data using new 
version of KU-STIV



STIs
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